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Redding Introduces National Match Die Set in 300 Blackout
Cortland , NY…….The SAAMI approved 300 Blackout cartridge has seen its fist major
wins in Military Match and Service Rifle competitions this past year. It has become a
fast favorite with the shooters of Modern Sporting Rifles due to its unique capabilities
and its inherent accuracy. It bridges a gap for hunting and target sports, which allows for
the creation of match rifles with great hunting capability.
The Redding national Match Die sets were introduced two years ago in 223 Rem 308
Win and 30-06 Springfield and quickly became a” must have” for competitors and
accuracy enthusiasts alike. The natural progression of the 300 Blackout cartridge in the
market has dictated that we provide the same level of performance and accuracy which
the National Match Sets have provided to shooters using the other three calibers.
Like all National Match Die Sets the 300 Blackout features a full length sizing die, a
Redding Competition Seating Die and a taper crimp die for use in military match style
semi auto rifles as well as Modern Sporting Rifles where accuracy is a primary concern.
This series of die sets has been established as the direct result of requests from military
match shooters who formerly bought the dies individually. Customers should know that
these new 300 Blackout die sets will be available shortly after the SHOT Show in retail
distribution and that Redding Reloading Equipment will continue to support popular,
shooting sports activities with innovative and appropriate reloading solutions.
Redding Reloading Equipment has focused on building the finest quality, American
Made products for the precision handloading market since 1946. To find more
information and to request a copy of the new 2012 Redding catalog visit:
www.redding-reloading.com
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